The
Forschungszentrum Internationale und Interdisziplinaere Theologie (FIIT)
at the University of Heidelberg
(Research Center of International and Interdisciplinary Theology,
University of Heidelberg, Germany)
invites applications or nominations for
THE JOHN TEMPLETON AWARD FOR THEOLOGICAL PROMISE
on the topic

GOD AND SPIRITUALITY
(as broadly understood)
Annually twelve post-doctoral scholars from all over the world will be awarded $10,000
each for the best doctoral dissertation or first post-doctoral book related to the topic “God
and Spirituality” (as broadly understood). Prize winners are expected to participate in an
awards ceremony and a common colloquium.
The award includes an additional stipend of up to $10,000 (for two years) per winner for
giving public lectures at the invitation of academic institutions.
(continued)

NOMINATION
A complete application should include the following items:
•

one copy of the dissertation or of the first book published after the dissertation (original language)

and five copies each of the following items (all in English, please do not staple):
•
•
•
•
•
•

the fully completed Application Form (see www.jtaward.uni-hd.de);
a curriculum vitae;
a short statement describing how the dissertation or book addresses or fits the topic
"God and Spirituality" (as broadly understood);
a fifteen to twenty-page summary of the work (please insert page numbers);
a table of contents of the publication (reminder: in English);
two detailed recommendations by full professors based on the accepted doctoral dissertation or the
published first post-doctoral work (to be mailed separately by the authors).

In addition, please send an email announcing your application to jtaward@uni-hd.de.
As a rule, the applicant/nominee should be 35 years old or younger and the dissertation/book should have
been submitted or published within three years before the application.
Contributions from all religious traditions are welcome. Although the topic focuses strongly on the fields of
theology, religious studies and philosophy of religion, interdisciplinary dissertations from all academic
fields may be submitted.

EVALUATION
An international, interdisciplinary and multi-religious board of 24 distinguished scholars from different
countries and disciplines will evaluate and rank the applications/nominations. Each application/nomination
will be examined by three evaluators whose expertise is closest to the topic dealt with. Applications will be
ranked on a scale 20-1 (20-17 outstanding; 16-14 very good; 13-11 good; 10-8 satisfactory; 7-1 not
sufficient).
The deadline for applications/nominations for the 2010 Award is May 31, 2009.
Please contact the FIIT at:
The John Templeton Award for Theological Promise – FIIT
Prof. Michael Welker, Kisselgasse 1, 69117 Heidelberg, Germany
Please pass this announcement on to other scholars.

